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Under Pressure
By Carol S. Mount

A key part of any training program is to make
sure that your dog has learned the requested
task and understands your performance
expectations. One way to ensure this “deep”
learning is to have the dog perform the
obstacle or activity under controlled pressure.
In obedience, this has always been called
proofing, but since I have a different mindset
on how I handle teaching dogs as they face
challenges in training, I refer to this type of
training as pressure training.
Understanding pressure training and its
benefits entails discussion of several key
topics:
• Purpose of applying pressure
• When (and when not) to apply pressure
• Stressors and intensity
• Reward system
• How to work through “mistakes”
• How to end the training session

Purpose of Applying Pressure
The purpose of pressure training is simple:
As competitors who take our dogs into a
variety of venues and environments, the
dogs need to be able to work under the
stimuli and pressures in those venues. We
need to ensure our dogs know how to
perform well in those conditions; we want
to prevent performance impairment and
stress.
Properly used, pressure training helps to
achieve optimum performance under a
variety of conditions instead of allowing
stress to cause a degraded performance.
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The premise of pressure training is to
introduce as many stimuli as possible in a
controlled fashion so the dog can be properly
taught how to react to the pressure. The
key word is controlled. Pressure training
is not productive if you cannot control
the environment and how the pressure
is applied. You need to teach your dog to
beat the system—to recognize something
as pressure and to still be able to do
his job. We want dogs to be in pressure
situations during practice so that when they
experience pressure in trial environments,
they have the skill set needed to cope. Ideally,
pressure results in improved performance.
And the dogs love it!

When (and When Not)
to Apply Pressure
Pressure can be applied when a behavior is
well-understood by the dog. Pressure can
be applied at various stages throughout
training, but only where the dog has clear
understanding of the handler’s expectation.
For example, pressure training can be started
early in the training of channel weaves—that
is, once the dog is running quickly and
confidently through the channel to a target.
A typical pressure to apply at this level is to
put a visual distraction, such as a piece of
paper, on the ground before the weave poles
and ask the dog to run though the channel to
the target. The desired performance is that
the dog continues through the weaves and
does not change his performance because
of the paper.

Do not apply pressure if the dog cannot
perform the task successfully without
pressure.
For obstacle performance, apply pressure in
the following three situations.
• Approach to the obstacle
• Execution of the obstacle
• Exit from the obstacle
For overall agility performance, apply
additional training pressure during the
movement from one obstacle to the
next. For example, have objects or events
occurring during a sequence that might lure
the dog’s attention away from the handler,
such as people talking or moving around
in the ring.
Stop the pressure if the dog cannot be
successful after three attempts. Go back to
no stimuli or one with less intensity.

Stressors and Intensity
There are different types of stressors and
the impact of these depends on the intensity
and the dog. Generally, as mentioned in
Diane Bauman’s Beyond Basic Dog Training
Workbook, many stressors are related to
the five senses of sight, touch, hearing, smell,
and taste.
For intensity, I think it’s very useful to
relate stimuli to the dog’s natural instincts
and drive, since a dog’s stimuli response is
married to these. For example, using a tennis
ball as a stimulator is visual (sight). The ball
can be held still, thrown, or bounced. How
the dog reacts depends on his drive and
1
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3-Way Ell

Get Started With
Our 4-Jump Kit
includes all necessary pipe, fittings
and jump cups to build 4 jumps that
adjust from 3" to 35" in height

All the PVC
You Need
to Build It
Yourself

Reward System

4-Way Tee

When pressure training, there are two
reward systems I like to use:

Snap-on Jump Cups

5-Way Cross

PatiosToGo.com
352.243.3220

Furniture Grade PVC
Low Minimum Order · Box Quantity Discounts

vinyl tape for striping too!
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instincts. The intensity of a rolling ball may
be too much for a retriever, while other
dogs may have little reaction to a rolling ball.
Natural instincts play a major part in how a
dog reacts to stress.

remember not to get upset in the ring if
the dog cannot perform. For example, I
have a hairless Chinese Crested that no
matter how hard I train, it’s unlikely I will
get good table performance on a cold and
rainy day!

How to End the Training Session

• Correct performance reward—lots of
goodies and praise

Remove all pressure and redo the obstacle
with lots of praise! Always end on a good
note.

• “Nice try” reward or simply a no-reward
marker—I like the nice try response (but
no cookie!)

Applying Pressure to the
Dogwalk Performance

How to Work through “Mistakes”

Your goals for applying pressure to your
dog’s dogwalk performance are as follows:

The rule of thumb is that if the dog cannot
handle the stress, you need to reteach the
obstacle from the ground up with the stimuli
present. And you need to use the method
you first used for training the obstacle; this
is not the time to introduce new training
techniques. For example, don’t start luring
the dog into a contact position if you’ve
always asked for a nose touch. Going back
to the beginning may sound difficult, but
dogs quickly relearn and move back to
their prior performance level as long as you
reward correctly. For some dogs, you may
find they simply cannot handle some types
of pressure no matter what you do. In this
case, you need to know what the pressures
are and how your dog will respond and to

• To make sure the dog can maintain his
focus on the approach to the dogwalk,
and can make a fast and safe entry to the
dogwalk.
• To make sure the dog can maintain a
steady speed over the middle plank,
and can regain his footing if his balance
changes.
• To make sure the the dog can perform
his trained contact behavior (such as
two-on/two-off), and can be prepared to
move to the next obstacle.
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Visual Pressures
I recall being introduced to the use of a
glove to proof dogwalk performance in
the mid-1980s in agility clinics. A glove as a
proof is still good today! But take care with
the placement and type of glove used when
training the dogwalk so that you do not
create a safety hazard. Following are some
examples of using visual items to create
pressure during the dogwalk performance:
Toys/objects on approach: Use static items
on the ground that can simulate what might
happen at a show: flower in the grass, piece
of trash, dropped hat. You can also bounce
a ball or wave a toy around.The dog should
maintain his focus on the dogwalk and make
a fast and safe entry.
Toy/glove on up ramp of dogwalk: The
purpose is to see if the dog will drop his
head to look at the object, which will change
his balance. Ideally, he shouldn’t; the job is to
get to end of the dogwalk quickly.
Toy/glove on middle plank of dogwalk:
A change of balance occurs when the dog
transitions from the up ramp to the middle
plank, making this a key place to train. You
want to see if the dog can go through the
transition smoothly and keep his balance.
Toy/glove on down ramp of dogwalk:
Another change of balance occurs at the
transition from the middle plank to the
down ramp. Many dogs also have to make
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another balance when moving into their
contact position at the end of the ramp.

Hot contacts: Again, the weather might
be a factor.

Toy/object on exit: Place an object or toy
just beyond the end of the dogwalk.

Handler contact: Simulate an accidental
touch from the handler (or by the judge)
on the approach and exit.

Movement of the judge, ring crew, or
handler on approach, performance, and
exit: Can the handler turn in circles while
the dog is doing the obstacle? Will the dog
continue moving to the end of the contact
without stopping to look at his handler?
What if the handler stops when the dog
is in the middle of the dogwalk? Or as we
often see in training: what happens if the
handler laterally pulls away at the entry?
In the middle? At the exit? What happens
if the judge runs past the handler at the
down contact? Or if a ring crew member
runs in the opposite direction of the dog’s
flow on course?

Sound Pressures
Make unique sounds: Use a whistle, music,
or PA system on the approach, execution,
and exit of the obstacle. Vary the distance
the sound is from the obstacle. Vary the
loudness of the sound.
Other people talking: Have another
handler call out commands on the approach,
execution, and exit.
Judge talking: Have the judge talk to the
handler on the approach, execution, and
exit.

Tugging game on exit: Several top handlers
tug with the dog in the contact zone. Can
the dog hold his position during the game?

Smell and Taste Pressure

Touch Pressures

A “smelly” spot: It’s very hard to do
proofing with food since you do not want
the dog to get the “reward” of eating food.
A good alternative is to create a smelly spot.
Use peanut butter water or garlic water and
pour it near (or on) the dogwalk. Be sure
that you know where the spot is! And if you
pour anything on the dogwalk, be sure to
clean it up afterward.

Running surface: Think about how you
can make the ground feel different. Puddles?
Carpet? Mats?
Wet contacts: Get the hose out and wet
down the contacts.
Cold contacts: You might have to wait for
the weather to try this one.

Food: Have a person stand near the obstacle
entry and exit with food in hand.
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OBJECTIVE...

Seesaw and A-frame

Running Clean & Fast!
HydroDog Can Help!

The suggestions for applying pressure to the dogwalk performance can also be used to apply
pressure to your dog’s seesaw and A-frame performances.
TM

The All Natural Electrolyte Drink!
Aids Hydration, Nutrition,
Fitness & Performance
HydroDog will...
•REHYDRATE! •REPLENISH!
•REVIVE! •REFRESH!
•RECHARGE! •REFUEL!
Your dog will have...
•MORE STAMINA
•LONGER ENDURANCE
•QUICKER RESPONSE
•FASTER RECOVERY
Your dog will...
•RUN FASTER
•LEAP HIGHER
•GO HARDER
•GO LONGER
Your Dog Will Feel The Difference!
You Will See The Difference!
HydroDog is puriﬁed water with just
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Start with the examples of pressure given
for the dogwalk, but add these touch
pressures to your table training:
• Change the surface of the table by putting
down carpet, matting, plastic wrap, or
foil.
• Have someone pet the dog while he is
holding his position on the table.
• Borrow a table that has really rough sand
grit on it.
• Have someone count in a different way
(weirdly is good).

• Have one person count while another
says “go.”
• Don’t forget: The table also has an entry
and exit!
Tip: When you have a dog that doesn’t do
well with harsh or cold textures, it helps
to offer him a piece of “comfort” when
he is introduced to proofing pressure. For
example, use a piece of carpet sample for
the dog to lie on. Often the dog’s confidence
improves when he is introduced to a cold or
wet table and also gets a great reward. Soon
he may start to lie down off the carpet!
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electrolytes added – calcium, potassium
and magnesium. Veterinarian endorsed,
scientiﬁcally formulated – promotes
hydration to refuel working muscles –
replenishes trace minerals lost through
daily activity, exercise, sports, competition,
work, travel, stress, heat stress and illness.
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ALL NATURAL AND CLEAR!
NO sugar!
NO sodium !
NO coloring! NO flavoring!
NO fat!
NO calories!
NO preservatives !
HydroDog Helps Make Champions!
HydroDog Keeps Them At Their Peak!
HydroDog.......The Competitive Edge
Your Canine Athlete Needs & Deserves!

Call or Email for Details
866.493.7634
hydrodog2@aol.com
Proud to be Awarded...

Jumps
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Don’t Take Our Word For It!
Buy Now–Direct From HydroDog!
FREE SHIPPING!
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Start with the examples of pressure given for the
dogwalk, but add these visual pressures to your jump
training:
• Hang coats or other garments on the standards.
• Have people run up to the jump like they are setting
the bar.
• Have people next to the jump and then run away like
they just finished setting the bar.

866.493.7634

www.hydrodog.com
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• Have a judge or another person cross behind the dog.
Does this make the dog think you’re giving a rear-cross
cue even if you’re not?
Clean Run
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Weave Poles
Again, use the pressure examples from the
dogwalk as the basis of what can be done
to add pressure to the dog’s weave pole
performance.Then add the visual and touch
pressures described below to simulate the
feel of different types of weave bases. Dogs
can be sensitive to the structure of the base
as well as the look of the poles.
• Make the weave pole base wider by using
duct tape.
• Have segments of “missing” base; for
example, use stick-in-the-ground poles
and duct tape or use 2 x 2 poles. Try to
have several poles without a base, then a
couple of poles with a base, and alternate
that pattern.

HY.COM

• Add “stabilizers” at different spots in the
base: again you can use duct tape or some
scraps of wood.
• Vary the look and feel of the poles. Make
sure your poles are a mixture of striped
and non-striped. Make different striped
patterns.
• Make poles out of 1" or 1.5" pipe (if your
base can support it).
• Don’t forget to work different spacing on
weave poles; use 20", then 21", 22", and
24". Stick-in-the-ground poles work well
for this exercise.
• When weaving in sand or dirt, it is
common for ruts or tracks to form after
many dogs have run. Train for this!
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Chute and Tunnel
The suggestions for applying pressure to
the dogwalk performance can also be used
to apply pressure to your dog’s chute and
tunnel performances.Also add the following
touch and visual pressures:

• Add weight to the chute by placing
blankets on the fabric. This extra weight
can help dogs learn to push better.
• Add a small (yet safe) twist to the chute
fabric; for example, fold over an exit
edge.

• Wet the chute fabric.
• Put water in the tunnel.
• Hang objects around the chute and tunnel
opening, such as a jacket or scarf.
• Have person sit on the chute barrel or
crouch over the tunnel. D
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Carol has a Masters degree in mathematics and is an engineer for AT&T. As well as being an agility judge, she is a part-time agility instructor and active in Jersey AGility
(JAG). Carol and her husband, Paul, have trained and titled several breeds in agility, obedience, rally, and flyball, including Basenjis, Malinois, Chinese Cresteds, and Border
Collies. Two dogs have MACHs and Carol is working on another MACH with her current partner, her Crested Louie.
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